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Abstract 

Increased host mobility, and multi-homing make IP address management very complex in 
applications. Due to host mobility, the IP address of a host may change dynamically, and also 
frequently. Multi-homing leads to multiple IP addresses for a single host. Name-based socket is 
a solution to address the complex IP address management. It relieves the applications from the 
overhead, and moves it to the operating system. It uses a constant name, instead of an IP 
address to establish a connection, thus allowing for the IP address changes during the course of 
the connection.  

The current implementation of name-based sockets is on Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). 
TCP restricts the connection to a single path, even when multiple capable paths are available. 
Multi-path communication provides higher reliability, and increase throughput. Today, multi-
path connections are quite feasible, since many hosts are generally multi-homed. Multipath 
TCP (MPTCP) is designed to overcome the restrictions in TCP. It renders the ability to 
simultaneously use multiple paths between the peers. Thus, it offers higher reliability, and 
better throughput.  

One of the aims of this Master’s thesis is coalescing MPTCP and name-based socket to provide a 
mechanism which handles IP address management issues as well as provides high resilience, 
and throughput. Another important area of research is to discover ways of providing good user 
experience with IPv6 addresses. Given that IPv6 deployments are still in its infancy, there are 
high chances that IPv6 is broken. Hence, it is very important to protect the users from these 
IPv6 outages and thereby motivate the major websites and service providers to use IPv6. This 
will in turn help in the global deployment of IPv6.  

Happy eyeballs is a smart approach to determine the best suitable path from a dual-stack client 
to a dual-stack server. In order to save the users from IPv6 outages, this thesis work also 
focuses on implementing happy eyeballs on name-based sockets. 
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Chapter 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The huge success of the Internet is coupled with many challenges such as scalability, mobility, 
and multi-homing. Computing devices are no longer static. They do not have the same 
attachment point to the Internet throughout their lifetime. Most computing devices these days 
are portable, mobile, and have ubiquitous Internet access. They traverse across heterogeneous 
networks with different properties. IP addresses are one of the fundamental methods for a 
computing device to identify itself on most computer networks. Maximum applications use IP 
address to connect and communicate with the peer.  

The ability to multi-home requires a single host to have and manage multiple IP-addresses. 
Increased host mobility, and multi-homing causes the host’s IP address to change dynamically, 
thus making IP address management very complex. While communicating with a multi-homed 
peer, the host application must be able to select one of the many available IP addresses and 
start the communication. In case of failure of the communicating IP address, the host must be 
able to shift the communication to the other available IP address. IP address management in 
applications plays a very important role in ensuring optimal connectivity between the two hosts 
and as a solution to the challenges. 

Several proposals have been proposed to address the problem of IP address management with 
host mobility. Mobile IP or IP mobility [36, 37] is one of the widely known mobility solutions for 
IP networks. It uses a fixed IP address that belongs to the mobile host’s home network to 
address mobility challenges such as location discovery of a mobile host. This static home 
address is used to uniquely identify the mobile host. The home agent is able to communicate 
with the mobile host all the time that it is online. The mapping of the mobile host’s unique 
identifier to its current addressable location is done by the home agent. In this architecture, all 
the packets to the mobile host are routed through the home agent. 

Name-based sockets [1] is a solution to address the complex IP address management. It relieves 
the applications from the overhead, and moves it to the operating system. It uses a constant 
name, instead of an IP address to establish a connection, thus allowing for the IP address 
changes during the course of the connection.  

In recent times, most hosts are connected to the Internet via multiple paths. In order to get 
maximum resource utilization within the network, several of these available paths may be 
utilized simultaneously. But, the current implementation of name-based sockets is on 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [2]. TCP restricts the connection to a single path, although 



 

multiple capable paths are available. Multi-path communication provides higher reliability, and 
an increase in throughput. Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [3] is designed to overcome the restrictions 
in TCP. It renders TCP the ability to simultaneously use multiple paths between the peers. Thus, 
it offers higher reliability, and better throughput.  

Name-based sockets is a newly introduced concept aiming at improving the user experience. It 
is very important that it meets the expectations so as to become successful and be globally 
accepted. At present, name-based sockets primarily support IPv6 addresses.  Since name-based 
sockets prefer IPv6 addresses, it first tries to connect to IPv6 address and if that failed, it 
consequently tries to connect to IPv4 address. In case IPv6 is disabled or in case of failure to 
connect to IPv6 address, it falls back and uses regular TCP to connect to the server without 
performing name exchange. But, in case of IPv6 failure, it takes a while before connecting over 
IPv4 address. Clearly, this delay is not acceptable from the user’s perspective. 

To reduce this delay during a connection establishment, a more aggressive approach may be 
followed. Happy eyeballs [4] is one such approach to improve user experience with IPv6. It 
follows a more aggressive approach where the application connects to both IPv4 and IPv6 
addresses simultaneously rather than connecting sequentially. The connection that responds 
with the least delay is used for further data transfer and the other address is discarded. The 
same idea is implemented in name-based sockets to quickly determine if IPv4 or IPv6 address is 
more optimal to connect to the server. This reduces the connection time, improves the overall 
performance of name-based sockets and enhances the user experience as well. 

1.2 PREVIOUS WORK 

Communication between nodes that move constantly or have multiple interfaces is non-trivial. 
Efforts were made to provide name-based sockets with mobility support. Shim6 protocol 
provides a promising way to implement multi-homing to upper layers and hence, was chosen to 
provide mobility support to name-based sockets. [5] However, the conventional shim6 protocol 
does not fully support mobility. This is due to the reason that traditional shim6 uses a specific IP 
address as the identifier to the upper layer protocol. When an IP address changes due to 
mobility it is no longer valid to communicate with the same IP address. Shim6 protocol solves 
this problem by terminating the connection when one of the hosts moves. 

With name-based sockets, Shim6 can use name instead of IP address as the identifier. The 
advantage of using name is that the connection need not be terminated when the IP address 
changes because the name is still valid and can be used to communicate with the host. 
Nevertheless, the problem still exists when both the nodes move simultaneously. In this 
scenario, the update messages sent by the nodes may be lost. To keep the connection from 
being terminated in such scenario, DNS is involved as a rendezvous point to provide address 
information. 



 

There were two modifications done to Shim6 protocol to provide mobility support: 

 Names were used as the identifier (ULID) instead of IP addresses 

 DNS was used to provide address information when both nodes moved simultaneously 

However, Shim6 does not support multipath communication. It utilizes one interface at a time 
for communication. 

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND INVESTIGATION 

In this thesis, different methods to achieve robust communication over heterogeneous 
networks were investigated and the best option was implemented. 

Since, most hosts today have multiple interfaces through which they connect to the Internet, it 
is prudent to use all those available interfaces to send and receive data. In this way, available 
bandwidth is utilized fully and also the overall throughput is increased. The usage of more than 
one path helps in load balancing when all the links are working fine. It also provides robustness 
in case of link failures.  

Name-based sockets use TCP as the transport protocol. TCP offers reliable delivery as well as 
congestion control. TCP uses one path to send data between two hosts and this path is selected 
by the routing protocol. The routing system is not necessarily aware of the congestion in the 
network, and TCP cannot choose a better uncongested path if available. And in case of a link 
failure, routing takes too long to converge and switch to another available path. 

To summarize, following are the drawbacks of using single path for data transmission while 
there are more than one path available for communication: 

 No efficient network resource utilization 

 No reliability 

 Reduced throughput 

 Long convergence time in case of link failures 

 The best path chosen by the routing protocol may not necessarily be the least congested 
path in the network 

The above mentioned drawbacks are the motivation to use multipath communication. Different 
protocols that support multi-homing were investigated during the thesis in order to select the 
best option. There are network layer protocols like shim6 [6] or Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [7] 
to address multi-homing issues. However, they are still experimental and not widely deployed. 



 

There is an existing implementation of name-based sockets with shim6 protocol as explained in 
section 1.2. Yet, Shim6 does not support multipath communication.  

And in transport layer, first of the solutions to address multi-homing problem was extensions to 
TCP which is TCP Multi-Home (TCP-MH) options [8] which has not been implemented nor 
deployed.  Many other protocols such as parallel TCP (pTCP) [9], Multi-path Transmission 
Control Protocol (M/TCP) [10], mTCP [11] were invented to provide multipath capability into 
TCP. However, none of these protocols made it to the mainstream. This narrowed down the 
available options of protocols with multi-homing support to two other transport layer 
protocols, Session Control Transport Protocol (SCTP) [12] and Multipath TCP [3]. 

Although SCTP supports multi-homing, it does not support load sharing. It uses only one path 
for communication and switches to the supplementary path only in case of failure of the 
primary path. SCTP is very well suited for handover scenarios where a host moves from one 
network to another rather than load balancing scenarios where a host is connected to a 
network through multiple interfaces. Although, SCTP has extensions that allow addition and 
deletion if IP addresses from an existing association [13], it is not widely used because of the 
complexities involved with the middle-boxes which do not forward SCTP. Application 
developers need to change their applications to use SCTP so that NATs or firewalls do not block 
SCTP packets. 

MPTCP, on the other hand is pertinent and the best fit for the scenario where a host is 
connected to the network through more than one interface. MPTCP is the most ambitious 
extension to TCP to be standardized within the IETF. During the last two years, the MPTCP 
working group of the IETF has been involved in developing a reference implementation that can 
be used by real applications. MPTCP is one of the few topics that have gained much attention 
within the IETF community during recent times. 

Using name-based sockets will solve the insecurities caused by MPTCP or any other pseudo-
address indirection system. To improve the performance of name-based sockets which, in turn 
helps it to be widely deployed and accepted, we decided to integrate name-based sockets with 
MPTCP. As of today, one of the current limitations of MPTCP is that it does not support both 
IPv4 and IPv6 in the same communication.   

Name-based sockets currently support primarily IPv6 addresses. But if IPv6 is not enabled or if 
it fails to connect to IPv6 address, then it falls back to IPv4 and performs a regular TCP 
communication without the name exchange. Since name-based sockets prefer to use IPv6 
address, it first tries to connect to IPv6 address and if that fails, it falls back and connects to 
IPv4 address. During IPv6 failure, there is considerable delay before connecting to IPv4 address. 
Clearly, this delay is undesirable from the user’s perspective. So, we need a way to quickly 
determine if IPv6 or IPv4 address is optimal to communicate with the server. The most efficient 
way to perform this check would be to make the application determine the best connection 
available and use the same.  



 

Happy eyeballs [4] is one such approach where the application aggressively connects to both 
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses simultaneously rather than sequentially. The same approach can be 
followed in case of name-based sockets as well, to improve the overall performance and 
provide fast user experience. The implementation details are explained in the further chapters 
of the document. 

Hence, the problem of achieving robust communications over heterogeneous networks is 
achieved by exploiting network diversity. Using multiple paths and different address families 
help in achieving robust communications allowing name-based sockets to manage the 
complexities in addressing multiple interfaces. 

The main focus during this master thesis work was to improve name-based sockets. With the 
above mentioned study, two goals for the thesis project were set accordingly:  

1. Integration of the existing implementation of multi-path TCP with name-based sockets 
and 

2. Implementation of happy eyeballs in name-based sockets 

1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information 
of name-based sockets, presents its design and API. It explains the initial name exchange 
process in name-based sockets and concludes by mentioning the advantages and limitations of 
name-based sockets.  

Chapter 3 starts by explaining the MPTCP Linux architecture and providing some background 
information. It proceeds by presenting the scenario which is best suited for MPTCP. It presents 
the differences between TCP and MPTCP. Later, the routing configurations are explained. The 
advantages and disadvantages are discussed at the end of this chapter. 

Chapter 4 gives background information about happy eyeballs and the related work done with 
respect to happy eyeballs. It also mentions a few advantages and disadvantages of happy 
eyeballs. In chapter 5, the implementation of MPTCP with name-based sockets is explained. 
This is followed by the design details of happy eyeballs in name-based sockets and then the 
implementation of the same. 

In chapter 6, the test environment is explained and various test scenarios to test happy eyeballs 
implementation on name-based sockets is presented. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes and 
concludes this thesis work and discusses future work topics.  



 

Chapter 2 

2. NAME-BASED SOCKETS 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

In the present scenario, a traditional socket interface is used by the applications to initiate 
communication sessions. This takes a socket address, which is the combination of an IP address 
and a port as input from the applications. Hence, the IP address management which includes 
the responsibility of discovering the IP address of the remote peer, traversal of firewalls, 
selecting a pair of local and remote IP addresses that have good connectivity, and handling IP 
address updates along with the re-establishment of active communication sessions is left to the 
applications. 

Following are a few shortfalls of having IP address management in the application layer: 

 Application development time might increase due to increased complexity of IP address 
management, which leads to reduced application performance and robustness. 

 Application developers have to put in more effort in order to apply an IP address 
management logic 

 Application developers may not have the required level of IP-specific expertise which 
may lead to suboptimal application performance and robustness [14] 

The three reasons due to which IP address management has become increasingly complex are 
as follows: 

 Multiple IP addresses per host – Previously, hosts had single IP address which was easy 
to manage. Whereas, nowadays, most hosts are connected to the Internet using 
multiple interfaces and the applications have to decide on which interface to select. 

 IP address updates – In case of stationary hosts, there is no need for the IP address 
updates. But, in recent times, support for mobility of the hosts has become increasingly 
attractive which in turn leads to frequent updates of the IP address.  

 Addresses requiring state change establishment in middleboxes – Reachability of the 
hosts increasingly requires per-communication-session state in firewalls and IP address 
translators. Applications must activate this state while initiating a session. [14] 

The three types of solutions that attempt to relieve the applications from managing IP 
addresses as given in [14] are: 



 

 Provider-independent IP addresses – By having provider-independent addresses, end 
users or hosts have the opportunity to change the service providers without having a 
need to change their networks. They can use multiple access providers in a multi-homed 
configuration. [15] 

 Surrogate IP addresses – Surrogate IP addresses dynamically map onto regular IP 
addresses and are indistinguishable from a regular IP address for applications. Address 
selection and update functions are handled as a part of the mapping so as to hide the 
complexity of managing a regular IP address. 

 Socket interface abstraction – Applications can initiate communication sessions directly 
with the peer’s domain name. 

The above mentioned solutions to relieve the applications from IP address management have 
certain shortfalls as mentioned in [14]. 

 Routing scalability impact – Provider-independent addresses may increase the burden 
on global routers, as the opportunity for efficient route aggregation through classless 
inter-domain routing (CIDR) may not exist. [15] 

 Duplication of efforts – Surrogate IP addresses obscure that IP addresses are managed 
on behalf of applications. Applications are therefore likely to continue managing IP 
addresses themselves, either redundantly or, worse in conflicting manner. 

 Extra administrative overhead – Surrogate IP addresses must be resolvable to the 
corresponding regular IP addresses by the peers of a host. This causes extra 
administrative overhead, because the surrogate IP addresses must be provisioned in the 
DNS or similar infrastructure. 

 No support for address updates – By the abstraction of the socket interface, only the 
initiator of the communication session is benefitted. The recipient peer must use the 
traditional socket interface, because it does not know the domain name of the initiating 
host. Thus, the IP addresses of a session cannot be updated, as the session is bound to 
IP addresses unilaterally. 

Name-based sockets is a solution which overcomes the shortcomings of the existing solutions 
and relieves the applications from complex IP address management and moves the same to the 
IP layer instead. Name-based sockets interface enables the applications to use domain name 
instead of IP address while initiating a connection. As a result, application and transport 
protocols operate exclusively based on domain names, while the discovery, selection, and 
updating of IP address is centrally performed at the IP layer. 

The following are the advantages of name-based sockets: 

 It overcomes the shortcomings of the existing solutions 

 It does not reduce the scalability of the global routing system because it enables high 
topological significance of IP addresses 



 

 It ensures co-ordination with applications through explicit semantics of new interface, 
rather than hiding new functionality beneath an existing interface 

 It avoids extra administrative overhead for the reachability of existing hosts by providing 
reachability through the DNS directly, rather than an extra mapping between the 
surrogate and regular IP addresses 

 It enables the continuity of the communication sessions across IP address updates, due 
to bilateral representation of communication sessions through domain names 

2.2 DESIGN OVERVIEW 

In traditional sockets, IP address management is done by the applications and in name-based 
sockets, this complex IP address management is moved down from the applications to the 
operating system. This change is done without introducing any new limitations or delays. In 
name-based sockets, the problem of pushing the IP address management to the operating 
system is addressed at the socket( ) level. This benefits the existing abstraction framework 
which can simply pass along the name the whole way down to the socket( ) call. Name-based 
sockets maintain the BSD socket( ) semantics so that the developers do not have to make major 
transitions. Also, another advantage of maintaining similar semantics is that, the existing 
frameworks can easily integrate name-based sockets to their framework. 

Figure 1 below shows how IP address management is done in traditional sockets. Applications 
that use the traditional socket interface should bear the responsibility of IP address discovery 
and selection, middlebox traversal and handling IP address changes during the course of their 
communication. 

 

Figure 1: Address management in address-based sockets 



 

Figure 2 below shows how IP address management is done in name-based sockets. Here, the 
responsibility of finding and selecting the IP address, traversing middleboxes and handling IP 
address changes during the communication are managed within the operating system on behalf 
of the applications. The applications have to just use domain names to initiate a communication 
session and they do not have to be aware of the IP address used in their communication. 

 

Figure 2: Address management in name-based sockets 

Name-based sockets is implemented using a new address family called AF_NAME [1]. It 
provides a new socket interface which has to be explicitly called by the application in order to 
use name-based sockets. An application initiates and receives communication sessions through 
domain names. So, the interface functions of name-based sockets use domain names as 
arguments and return values whereas, the interface functions of traditional sockets use IP 
addresses [14]. The new interface for name-based sockets maintains a new one-to-one coupling 
between the sockets and communication sessions. Name-based sockets are required to 
maintain a session-specific state in order to manage IP address on behalf of the applications. 
Session-specific information include information such as the local and remote domain name, a 
set of IP addresses on which the peer is reachable and supporting parameters to assess the 
quality of communication between alternative IP address pairs. Name-based sockets use DNS as 
the ID/Locator mapping structure [14]. 



 

2.3 APPLICATION-PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API) 

Name-based socket’s API follows the connection oriented model such as TCP. There are six 
functions for sockets with session-specific state.  

 Listen – Prepares for incoming communication sessions 

 Open – Initiates an outgoing communication session 

 Accept – Receives incoming communication session 

 Write – Sends data to the peer application 

 Read – Receives data from the peer application 

 Close – Closes/shuts down a communication session 

Table 1 below outlines the six methods, their main functions, their input arguments, an 
example function call and their return values. In the function calls given below in table 1, 

 fd                  --  Socket handler 

 local_name  --  
The local identifier. It can either be a specific name or a wildcard (*). If it is a 
wildcard, then any destination name is accepted on listening. While sending, a 
valid arbitrary name may automatically be chosen by the socket [1] 

 peer_name   --  
The remote identifier. It can either be a specific name or a wildcard (*). In the 
accept function if a wildcard is inserted, then all incoming packets will be 
accepted irrespective of sender name [1] 

 service         --  The service to be run. E.g. http, ftp, ssh etc. It generally corresponds to the 
keyword field in the IANA port numbers registry 

 transport      --  

Chosen transport protocol 

 SOCK_STREAM – For TCP 

 SOCK_DGRAM – For UDP 

 SOCK_SCTP – For SCTP 

 SOCK_DCCP – For DCCP 



 

Table 1: Name-based socket API 

Method Input Arguments Functions Example function call Return value 

Listen 

 Local identifier 

 Remote 
identifier 

 Service to be 
run 

 Transport 
protocol 

 Creates a socket 

 Performs firewall 
and IP address 
translator 
traversal (if 
necessary) 

fd = listen ( local_name, 
peer_name, service, 
transport ); 

 On success, it 
returns a 
handle to the 
new socket  

 On failure, it 
returns -1 

Open 

 Local identifier 

 Remote 
identifier 

 Service to be 
run 

 Transport 
protocol 

 Creates a socket 

 Assigns a local 
port 

fd = open ( local_name, 
peer_name, service, 
transport ); 

 On success, it 
returns a 
handle to the 
new socket 

 On failure, it 
returns -1 

Accept 

 Remote 
identifier 

 Socket handle 
returned by 
the listen 
method 

 Creates a 
separate socket 
for the incoming 
session 

accept ( peer_name, fd 
); 

 Returns the 
remote 
application 
domain name 
(if any) and 
also a handle 
to the new 
socket 

Write 

 Socket handle 
returned by 
the open or 
accept method 

 Data to be sent 

 Sends data to the 
peer application write ( fd, data ); -- 

Read 

 Socket handle 
returned by 
the open or 
accept method 

 Receive data 
from the peer data = read ( fd ); 

 Returns the 
data received 

Close 

 Socket handle 
to the socket 
that has to be 
closed 

 Close a 
communication close ( fd ); -- 



 

2.4  INITIAL NAME EXCHANGE 

To allow communications based on names, both the initiating and the recipient host must be 
aware of each other’s domain names. The initiating host informs the recipient host of the 
domain name which it prefers to use. Accordingly, name-based sockets do a name exchange in 
the beginning of a communication in a non-blocking mode. The initiating host’s name is 
piggybacked to the regular packets at the beginning of a session as a means to inform the 
recipient about the domain name which the initiating host would use during that session. The 
benefits of piggybacking names on regular packets are: 

 No extra delay is added to the first packet(s). It ensures domain names are received with 
the first regular packet of a session 

 No extra features provided by name-based sockets are enabled until the name exchange 
is successful 

 If name exchange is not successful, then legacy communication continues unaffected 

 It also provides performance and security advantages over sending the domain names in 
separate packets 

To guarantee successful delivery of domain names, the initiating host sends on as many packets 
until it receives an acknowledgement. For transport protocols like TCP, which have initial 
handshake, this does not cause much of an overhead. For transport protocol like UDP, which 
does not have an initial handshake, the initiating host sends the name on every packet until it 
receives an acknowledgement. 

Figure 3 below, depicts the initial name exchange. The first packet from the sender has its 
domain name piggybacked to it. The name is sent until it receives an acknowledgement from 
the recipient or for a pre-defined number of packets (N in the figure). Once the recipient 
receives a packet with a domain name appended to it, the receiver also appends its own name 
to the reply packet. It does so for a predefined number of packets (N in the figure). 



 

 

Figure 3: Initial name exchange 

The following are a set of generic rules that the name-based sockets follow to exchange domain 
names. These accommodate transport protocols with and without handshake [14]: 

 The initiating host piggybacks its domain name and the name of its peer to every packet 
until it receives an acknowledgement from its peer 

 Once the receiver receives a packet with domain names attached to it, it acknowledges 
with its name and its peer name piggybacked to the next packet sent to the initiating 
host. It does so until it receives a packet from the initiating host without piggybacked 
domain names 

 The initiating host and its peer stop sending domain names after some predefined 
number of retransmissions 

Figure 4 below illustrates the domain name exchange for a transport protocol with initial 
handshake. The host on the left (HOST) initiates a session to the peer on the right (PEER). 



 

 

Figure 4: Domain name exchange in case of a transport protocol with handshake 

One of the risks associated with the use of domain names instead of IP addresses for 
communication in name-based sockets is, the domain name spoofing. The initiating host gets 
the name of the peer with which it wants to communicate in the same way as it used to get the 
IP address with the traditional sockets – that is, it takes the name as an input from the user. 
But, the receiving host must be able to verify the initiating host’s domain name. Once a peer 
receives a domain name, it does a forward lookup in the DNS to verify that the domain name is 
not faked by the sender. If the peer receives IP address that matches with the IP address the 
host is using as a result of DNS query, then the peer can conclude that the domain name 
received from the host is indeed genuine. By this approach, we achieve the same level of 
security for both the host’s and the peer’s domain names. Both rely on the DNS to bind a 
domain name to its associated IP address. 

To be able to use alternative paths, the host should learn the set of IP addresses on which the 
peer is reachable. In name-based sockets, this is achieved by IP address exchange between the 
communicating hosts. The first IP address exchange takes place after the initial domain name 
exchange and further IP address exchanges are carried out whenever a host’s IP address set 
changes. The IP address exchanges use a combination of piggybacking to regular packets and 
sending as separate packets. 



 

2.5 ADDRESS MANAGEMENT IN NAME BASED SOCKETS 

Name-based sockets consists mainly of three modules namely: 

 Kernel module - It consists of a set of patches that has to be applied to the kernel in 
order to support a new address family AF_NAME for name-based sockets 

 Namestack daemon module - It is a user-space daemon module which resolves the name 
requested by the namestack module by contacting the DNS server 

 Namestack module - It is the kernel module which sends a message to the namestack 
daemon to resolve a hostname and performs the initial name exchange with the peer 

A test client-server application is written in order to test name-based sockets implementation. 
The sequence of events that take place when a client application requests to communicate with 
a peer (server) are as follows: 

 The server opens up a socket and listens on it 

 The client application provides the name of the server with which it wants to 
communicate 

 The application does not resolve the name and it sends this request to the kernel as it is 

 The kernel (namestack module) will receive this request from the application and it 
resolves the name given with the help of a user space daemon process (namestack 
daemon) which is always running in the background 

 The request to resolve the name of the server is sent by the kernel to the daemon, which 
in turn will consult the DNS server to resolve the name 

 Once the daemon gets a reply from the DNS server, it forwards the same to the kernel 
module 

 From then on, the kernel uses the corresponding IP address to communicate with the 
server 

 The messages between the kernel space and user space are exchanged as netlink 
messages 

A diagrammatic representation of the above mentioned steps is shown below: 



 

 

Figure 5 : Address management in name-based sockets 

2.6 FEATURES OF NAME-BASED SOCKETS 

1. Simpler application development 
2. It is compatible with legacy applications and legacy peers 
3. Avoids domain name spoofing by doing a reverse DNS lookup 
4. No extra delay on the initial packets as they are piggybacked 
5. Backwards compatibility – Falls back to regular TCP communication in case there is no 

bilateral support 

2.7 LIMITATIONS OF NAME-BASED SOCKETS 

1. Exchange of domain names only on IPv6 since IPv6 is not universally deployed yet 
2. No security features implemented yet in name-based sockets  



 

Chapter 3 

3. MULTIPATH TCP 

3.1 LINUX MPTCP OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 

This section is taken from [16]. The big picture of the Linux MPTCP architecture is shown in the 
figure below. 

 

Figure 6 : Linux MPTCP architecture (Source: https://scm.info.ucl.ac.be/trac/mptcp/wiki/WikiStart) 

As shown in the figure 5, the three major building blocks of MPTCP are: 

 The master subsocket 

 The slave subsocket and 

 The multipath control block 

It behaves like a regular TCP when there is only one available interface on both hosts. In such a 
case, it uses only the master subsocket. Even when multiple interfaces are available, this is how 
the initial connection between the client and server is established. However, when additional 
addresses are discovered, the client side will try to establish a new subflow by creating a new 
slave subsocket. Once the slave subsockets are created, then the multipath control block 
(MPCB) acts as an intermediate layer between the application and the TCP subflows. MPCB is 
responsible for running a scheduler and reordering segments at the connection level.  

https://scm.info.ucl.ac.be/trac/mptcp/wiki/WikiStart


 

The MPCB considers both the master subsocket and the slave subsockets as one big pool of 
subflows that are used to send and receive data. Only the master subsocket is the structure 
that is connected to the application. The application is unaware of the multiple paths and 
multiple subflows underneath. It only controls things by applying system calls to the master 
subsocket.  

3.2 BACKGROUND 

As the Internet grows substantially, the demand for the Internet resources also increases 
proportionally. But, sometimes due to the protocol constraints on the hosts as well as within 
the network, these resources are not fully utilized. TCP is still the main transport protocol on 
the Internet and most of the Internet traffic is driven by TCP. It uses only one interface for each 
connection although more interfaces are available. In recent times, most hosts are connected 
by multiple paths to the Internet. The idea behind multipath TCP is to make use of all or more 
than one available paths to improve resource utilization within the network as well as improve 
reliability. 

The key benefits of multipath transport are [17]: 

 Increase the resilience of the connectivity by providing multiple paths 

 Provide redundant paths to the end hosts and protect them from the failure of one 

 Increase the efficiency of the resource usage, and thus increase the network capacity 
available to end hosts 

 Result in higher reliability and better throughput 

 Achieve load balance 

Multipath TCP is modified version of TCP. If multiple interfaces (addresses) are available at both 
the end hosts, it tries to spread data on all the available interfaces. It creates several subflows 
and sends data on every subflow while it still provides the same TCP interface to applications. 
MPTCP is backward compatible with traditional TCP, so TCP applications can use them without 
any change. MPTCP requires that hosts be multiaddressed. Hosts on both ends of 
communication should support MPTCP in order to benefit from multipath features. 

Standardization is happening in the IETF's Multipath TCP [18] working group, which also 
maintains wiki [19] giving useful information. In addition to the working group, there are also a 
number of ongoing research efforts. Several multipath TCP implementations and network 
simulators are available in the implementation guide [20] page. 



 

3.3 SCENARIO 

Multipath TCP is best suitable when the communicating hosts have more than one interface to 
connect to the Internet. A simple reference scenario where multipath TCP is best applicable is 
shown below. Two hosts A and B shown below are multihomed and multiaddressed. Host A and 
host B each have two interfaces to connect to the Internet. The addresses are referred to as 
‘A1’, ‘A2’ on host A and ‘B1’, ‘B2’ on host B. With this setup, there exist four different paths 
between the two hosts: A1-B1, A1-B2, A2-B1 and A2-B2. There could be any number of 
addresses available on each host, as long as the number of paths available between the two 
hosts is two or more [21]. 

 

Figure 7 : Simple MPTCP usage scenario 

3.4 TCP VERSUS MULTIPATH TCP 

In this section, we compare the implementation of traditional TCP and multipath TCP with 
respect to the following three features. We also discuss some of the issues with the existing TCP 
implementation and how multipath TCP resolves those issues. 

a. Adjusting to path properties through congestion control 

TCP runs the NewReno congestion control algorithm [22] on a single communication path 
between the two hosts. This communication path between the two hosts is selected by a 
routing algorithm. Routers do not have end-to-end congestion information so as to distribute 
packets on several links based on congestion. Moreover, routing protocols that do change the 
routes based on link utilization always pose a danger of oscillating traffic. They may move traffic 
on idle links, and when they become congested, move traffic back and so on. 



 

On the other hand, multipath TCP has one or more subflows and it runs the regular NewReno 
congestion control algorithm for each path. So, each path in MPTCP has its own congestion 
window that reflects the path’s available bandwidth. Due to this feature, MPTCP can send, 

 many packets over paths with a large congestion window and/or smaller round trip time 
[23] (RTT). 

 fewer packets over paths that have smaller congestion window and/or larger RTT 

In this way, multipath TCP can automatically and quickly adjust to the congestion in the 
network by moving traffic away from congested paths to uncongested paths [24]. 

Another concern with TCP is that, packets belonging to the same flow cannot be sent of 
different links because they may arrive out of order on the receiver. If they arrive out of order, 
the fast-retransmit algorithm will retransmit the packets without waiting for the timeout. When 
TCP retransmits the packets, it assumes that the packets were sent too fast and so, reduces the 
sending rate by halving the congestion window. To avoid this problem, routers avoid sending 
packets belonging to the same flow on different multiple paths.  

Multipath TCP can solve this problem by simply executing the fast-retransmit algorithm for 
each path separately [24].  

b. Fairness and resource pooling 

The issue of fairness is very challenging. Let us consider the scenario depicted in figure 7. 
Suppose there are two paths between point A and point B; let us call them the left path (L) and 
the right path (R). There are three flows, X, Y and Z. Flow X takes the left path, flow Y takes the 
right path and flow Z is a multipath TCP flow and it takes both the left and the right paths. ZL 
and ZR are the two subflows of the main flow Z which use the left and the right path 
respectively. 



 

 

Figure 8 : Resource pooling in regular TCP and multipath TCP 
 

In the above example scenario, flow X and subflow ZL share the bandwidth on the left path. 
Similarly, flow Y and the subflow ZR share the bandwidth on the right path. This means that 
flow Z (ZL+ZR) will utilize twice the bandwidth as that of flow X or flow Y. Although this is unfair, 
it is not to an alarming degree. But let us consider a case where there are multiple subflows and 
they all share a common bottleneck. Apparently, paths towards the same destination will 
regularly share a common bottleneck, and there is not obvious fast and reliable way to detect 
this condition [24]. For e.g. if a multipath TCP thinks it has five paths to the destination but in 
reality all five paths share a common bottleneck, then multipath TCP will take five times as 
much bandwidth as the other flows which is by no means acceptable.  

Resource pooling is one way by which fairness on shared bottlenecks can be achieved while not 
degrading the performance. If the network operator has deployed a number of parallel links, 
and several MPTCP flows run over two of those links each, with appropriate coupling of the per-
subflow congestion control, the packet loss rates that NewReno congestion control uses to 
adapt to the network bandwidth will equalize, and the set of links will start to behave as a 
single resource [24]. 

c. Improved resilience 

In case of TCP, there exists a single path of communication between the two hosts. If this path 
failed, although the routing system would detect such path failure and repair it, it would take 
30 (OSPF) to 90 (BGP) seconds for routing protocols to detect a failure.  



 

But, MPTCP on the other hand could detect such link failures within a few round-trip times and 
can continue to work over an alternative path. It is important to have a good retransmission 
algorithm that prevents retransmission of packets on broken path. 

3.5 ROUTING CONFIGURATIONS WITH MPTCP 

One of the requirements to get MPTCP running is to configure routing rules explicitly on the 
hosts. The reason for this is that, any host that has multiple interfaces must have one routing 
table per interface. This is not configured automatically by the kernel. The hosts assume to have 
one default gateway and hence one outgoing interface. But, the kernel however supports 
multiple gateways to be defined in the same routing table. But then, only one gateway will be 
used at a time and if that fails, another gateway will be used. 

But, with multiple addresses available on multiple interfaces, MPTCP wants to inform the kernel 
to use a specific interface and a specific gateway with respect to a particular source address. 
This is done by configuring one routing table per outgoing interface. The routing tables are 
identified by a number. The policies in MPTCP are written such as to guide the kernel to look up 
a particular routing table based on the source prefix.  

3.6 ADVANTAGES OF MPTCP OVER TCP 

1. Improved resilience 

2. Better resource utilization 

3. Provides more bandwidth and resource pooling 

4. Improved utilization for the network operator 

5. Separate congestion control algorithm for each path 

6. Automatically and quickly adjust to congestion in the network 

3.7 LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT MPTCP IMPLEMENTATION 

1. MPTCP patches are currently available for specific Linux kernel versions only (2.6.28 and 
2.6.36) 

2. To enable MPTCP, the kernel should be explicitly configured using “make xconfig” or “make 
menuconfig” 

3. Routing tables have to be explicitly configured to use multiple paths simultaneously 

4. MPTCP does not have support for IPv6 addresses yet. Work is in progress for providing IPv6 
support  



 

Chapter 4 

4. HAPPY EYEBALLS 

All major websites are striving to move towards a global IPv6-enabled Internet. World IPv6 day 
[25] is an event organized and sponsored by the Internet society and several large content 
providers to test public IPv6 deployment. IPv6 deployment is still in its infancy in terms of global 
deployment and is susceptible to connectivity brokenness. One of the main motivations of 
world IPv6 day is to conduct tests and evaluate the real world effects of such IPv6 brokenness.  

It is very important to motivate the top websites and major Internet service providers (ISPs) 
around the world to move towards a global IPv6-enabled Internet. During this transition from 
IPv4 to IPv6, it is extremely important to give users a very good experience with IPv6. Happy 
users will motivate the ISPs to move towards IPv6.  

During the deployment of a dual-stack environment, it is very important to protect the users 
from the outages of IPv6 or IPv4 addresses. Happy eyeballs is a smart approach to determine 
the best suitable path from a dual-stack client to a dual-stack server. Most websites work in the 
following order when requested for a web page: 

 First it looks up the IPv6 ‘AAAA’ address record 

 Then it looks up the IPv4 ‘A’ address record 

 Then it tries to connect with IPv6. But, if that connection fails, 

 It connects with IPv4 

During this connection establishment, if IPv6 connection fails, the users experience several 
seconds of delay before it successfully gets connected to IPv4. This harms the users’ experience 
with IPv6, which will slow the acceptance of IPv6. This also forces the major content providers 
to turn off IPv6 to protect their users from getting delayed response. 

The below figure depicts the typical behavior of most web browsers. 



 

 

Figure 9 : Behavior of web browser 
 

The motivation behind implementing happy eyeballs on name-based sockets is to improve user 
experience with name-based sockets. Name exchange in name-based sockets happen only over 
IPv6. Hence, it first tries to connect to an IPv6 address if available. If that fails, then it tries to 
connect to an IPv4 address. During this process, the user might experience significant delay 
which is undesirable.  

4.1 RELATED WORK 

In order to provide good user experience with IPv6, many measures have been taken by 
content providers like Google. Apple has provided IPv6 support in its operating system and 
most of their applications also support IPv6. These works are explained below in detail. 



 

4.1.1 Google over IPv6  

Google over IPv6 [26] is a program in which Google, a major content provider on the Internet, 
maintains a DNS whitelist of IPv6 service providers who peer directly with Google. To be listed 
in Google’s DNS whitelist, an ISP provider has to prove good IPv6 connectivity to Google. 
Subsequently, Google white lists the ISP’s DNS servers to receive the AAAA records. Normally if 
a DNS resolver requests an IPv6 address for a Google website, it will not receive one.  

 

Figure 10: Normal DNS resolver request (Source: http://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/) 

However, DNS resolvers that are in the Google’s whitelist will receive an IPv6 address and, its 
users will be able to connect to Google websites using IPv6. 

 

Figure 11: Request from DNS resolver with Google over IPv6 (Source: http://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/) 

However, a few drawbacks with this solution are: 

 This solution scales very badly. There are thousands of service providers around the 
world and whitelisting them becomes a very tiresome job for both ISPs and Google. 

 It is not feasible. If every content provider did DNS whitelisting, then the ISPs will have to 
work with several content providers in order to give value to the IPv6 networks they 
have deployed to their subscribers! [27] 

 DNS whitelisting still does not guarantee good IPv6 connectivity because there is no 
relationship between the good IPv6 connectivity and the whitelist of DNS servers. 

 

http://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/
http://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/


 

4.1.2 Apple’s data flow model and connect-by-name 

Apple has done its bit to promote the use of IPv6 addresses. Apple has IPv6 in the operating 
system and most of their network applications support IPv6. In order to prevent the users from 
the outage of IPv6 connections, Apple has implemented APIs which use similar to happy 
eyeballs. The queries to IPv4 (A) and IPv6 (AAAA) are started at the same time but the 
responses are handled as they are received. The answers received are sorted into a list of 
destination addresses. Once all the addresses have been received, a connection is started to 
the first destination address in that sorted list of addresses. Instantaneously, a timer is started. 
This timer is set up for a period of time in which the connection is expected to be completed. 
This expected time of connection completion is based on the routing statistics. If the timer 
expires before the connection is established, it means that the first connection has failed to 
connect within the expected time. So, a connection to the next best address in the sorted 
address list is started while the previous connection attempt is still in progress. A similar timer 
is set up and the process repeats until a connection is established or there are no more 
addresses to connect to [28]. 

Apple uses the data flow model where both the DNS queries and the TCP connections are 
independent for IPv6 and IPv4. Both occur parallelly and delays in any one of the connections 
do not affect the other [29]. Hence, the user is never affected by delays during connection 
establishment. Below is the diagram that shows the data flow model followed by Apple. 

 

Figure 12: Data flow model 

While Apple follows the data flow model for connection establishment, it also relieves the 
application of the mechanics involved during the connection establishment. Accordingly, Apple 
has connect-by-name APIs where the application simply specifies only the hostname it wishes 
to connect to and the port number. When this stream is opened, it gets a connection and the 



 

application is unaware of the IP address used for the connection. This “connect-by-name” API 
used by Apple is analogous to name-based sockets. 

4.1.3 Google chrome and Firefox implementations 

Google chrome has implemented “fast IPv4 fallback” when the destination is IPv6. In case of 
Google chrome, there is a maximum delay of 300ms before it falls back to IPv4 from IPv6. When 
a hostname has both IPv6 and IPv4 address, and IPv6 address is listed first, it tries to connect to 
IPv6 address and starts a timer of 300ms. If this timer expires, it means IPv6 connection has not 
been completed yet. So, a second socket connection is started, this time with IPv4 address 
listed first. These two connects (IPv6 and IPv4) are raced and the first one to get connected to is 
considered as the winner [30]. 

Firefox developers have followed the chrome implementation of a version of happy eyeballs in 
order to reduce the delay caused while falling back to IPv4 address when IPv6 connect failed 
[31]. 

4.2 FEATURES OF HAPPY EYEBALLS 

1. Provides better user experience with IPv6 which in turn helps in the global deployment of 
IPv6 

2. It is a feasible solution 

3. Due to better user experience with IPv6, ISPs are motivated to use both IPv6 and IPv4 

4.3 POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS 

1. Although it provides good user experience, it does not help in improving IPv6 connections 

2. Using happy eyeballs will mask the problems with IPv6 connections, since whenever IPv6 
connection fails, it immediately connects to IPv4 without much delay and the failure of IPv6 
is never detected 

3. Happy eyeballs is not a good solution in achieving the long term aim of having IPv6 globally 
deployed and IPv6 completely replacing IPv4  



 

Chapter 5 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 MULTIPATH TCP WITH NAME-BASED SOCKETS 

The main aim of this thesis project was to have a socket interface which can abstract away from 
locators (use names instead of IP addresses) and do resource pooling for better reliability and 
efficiency. The socket interface which uses names instead of IP address is provided by name-
based sockets. To support use of multiple resources simultaneously, MPTCP was chosen after 
careful study of the pros and cons of the other available options. 

At the start of this thesis, it was anticipated that significant changes will have to be made to the 
existing name-based sockets implementation in order to have support for MPTCP. However, 
further studies and deeper understanding of MPTCP led to the understanding that MPTCP is 
available as a set of kernel patches that is supported by two versions of Linux kernel – 2.6.28 
and 2.6.36.  

To have MPTCP support, download any one of the two above mentioned kernels and apply the 
appropriate MPTCP patches. The steps to be followed to install MPTCP are mentioned in the 
MPTCP wiki installation page [20]. After the kernel patches are applied and the kernel is 
configured as per the MPTCP requirements, the kernel has to be compiled and rebooted. Once 
the kernel is restarted, a simple client-server test application can be executed to test MPTCP. 
The transmitted packets can be captured using Wireshark and analyzed. The testing 
environment is mentioned in the following chapter of the report. 

Once we have MPTCP enabled kernel, then name-based sockets kernel patches have to be 
applied to this modified MPTCP enabled kernel to support name exchange. The name-based 
sockets kernel patches include changes to include a new address family (AF_NAME). After 
applying name-based socket patches, compile and reboot the kernel. At this point, we have a 
kernel that supports both MPTCP and name exchange. Subsequently, name-based socket 
module can be added separately and compiled. 

A client-server application can be run and the testing can be done by capturing packets on 
Wireshark.  



 

5.2 HAPPY EYEBALLS WITH NAME-BASED SOCKETS 

5.2.1 Design 

This section discusses the design of happy eyeballs as mentioned in the IETF draft [4]. Typical 
behavior of a web browser is to query for both ‘AAAA’ and ‘A’ addresses sequentially and then 
try connecting to IPv6 and IPv4 address sequentially. IPv6 is the first address to be tried. Since, 
IPv6 is not yet fully deployed; there may be outages in IPv6 connection. Due to this behavior, 
whenever IPv6 connectivity is impaired, there are seconds of delay before falling back to IPv4. 
The same is pictorially represented below.  

 

Figure 13: Sequential connection attempts in a web browser 

 

To avoid this delay during connection and provide fast connections for users, connect to both 
IPv6 and IPv4 address simultaneously rather than sequentially.  

Existing design: 

Name-based sockets consists of three modules namely: 

 Kernel module - It consists of a set of patches that has to be applied to the kernel in 
order to support a new address family AF_NAME for name-based sockets 

 Namestack daemon module - It is a user-space daemon module which resolves the 
name requested by the namestack module by contacting the DNS server 

 Namestack module - It is the kernel module which sends a message to the namestack 
daemon to resolve a hostname and performs the initial name exchange with the peer 

The below two diagrams and the text following them explains the actions taken when a host 
requests to communicate with another peer. 



 

 

Figure 14 : Behavior of name stack (IPv6 success) 

 The namestack module receives the request from the application and it sends message 
to the namestack daemon with the hostname of the peer that it wants to communicate 
with and starts a timer with maximum timeout. In other words, it waits in a loop until the 
socket is connected to any one of the addresses 

 The namestack daemon first sends a DNS query to get the ‘AAAA’ record (IPv6 address) 



 

 If the daemon gets a valid reply (IPv6 address) from the DNS server, it replies back to the 
namestack module with the IPv6 address 

 If the namestack module gets a valid IPv6 address from the daemon, it tries to connect to 
IPv6 address, by adding an IPv6 extension header to perform the name exchange and 
verify bilateral support 

 

Figure 15 : Behavior of name stack (IPv6 failure) 

 But, if the DNS fails to reply back with a valid IPv6 address, it queries for an ‘A’ record 
(IPv4 address) 



 

 When it gets a valid IPv4 address, it replies back to the namestack module with the IPv4 
address 

 If the namestack module gets a valid IPv4 address from the daemon, is trying to connect 
to IPv4 address. In this case, it falls back to regular TCP connection establishment and 
does not send the hostname 

 Even if there is no name exchange support from the peer, the host will fall back to 
regular TCP for further communication with the peer 

New design: 

We want to send connection requests to both IPv6 and IPv4 addresses simultaneously. This 
implies that we want to have both the addresses before we try to open a connection with the 
peer. In other words, when the namestack module sends a message to the namestack daemon 
requesting for a name resolution, we want the namestack daemon to return all the available 
addresses at once to the namestack module. This is achieved by the namestack daemon 
requesting any available address (ANY) instead of specifically requesting IPv6 (AAAA) or IPv4 (A) 
address from the DNS server. 

The same idea is depicted in figure 15. 

In our design, concurrency is used to provide better user experience. The connection that got 
connected first is considered as the winner and the other connection is reset. The cost we pay 
to have good user experience is sending redundant packets on the network. However, this does 
not mean that the network is always thrashed with simultaneous IPv6 and IPv4 connection 
attempts. The parallel connection attempts take place only the first time. The result of this first 
attempt is recorded and used for further connection attempts. In other words, the winner of 
the two addresses is cached and this information is used for subsequent connection 
establishment efforts.  

While doing this, it is also important to adhere to the host’s address preference policy. 
Furthermore, if the host’s address preference is unknown, then it must prefer IPv6 over IPv4. 
However, most IPv6 capable hosts prefer IPv6 address family. The namebased client is 
configured with one value, P. P is an unsigned integer variable which is used to cache the 
winner. Its value indicates that the host’s address preference during the first connection 
attempt and later this value is updated to indicate the winner of the latest connection attempt. 
The value of P is maintained as per the IETF draft [4]. 



 

 

Figure 16 : Namestack daemon requesting any address from DNS 

Figure 16 below shows the happy eyeballs implementation on name-based sockets and 
connection establishment while IPv6 fail and figure 6 shows the connection establishment while 
IPv6 is successfully connected. 



 

 

Figure 17 : Happy eyeballs implementation on name-based sockets (IPv6 failure) 

 



 

 

Figure 18 : Happy eyeballs implementation on name-based sockets (IPv6 success) 

5.2.2 Implementation 

This section provides an overview of the implementation of happy eyeballs for name-based 
sockets. It is implemented in C. This implementation was tested on two machines with Ubuntu 
Linux operating system. The evaluation of the implementation is described in the following 
chapter. 

As described in the previous section, namestack daemon implementation is changed to get 
both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses simultaneously from the DNS. res_query() function is used to 
send domain query. The class is C_IN which requests internet class address and the type of 
request sent is T_ANY (wildcard match). The answer received from the DNS is stored in a buffer 
(buf). The return value of the res_query () function determines whether the function call was 
successful or not. This return value is stored in an integer variable (len). The buffer memory is 
set to zero before using the buffer. The function call is presented below. 

 



 

 

Subsequently, the return value of the res_query() function is checked. If the return value was 
less than 0, then the name could not be resolved, hence it returns an error. But, if the return 
value is greater than 0, in this case, it holds the actual length of the answer returned. When we 
have a valid answer from the DNS, the daemon module prepares a netlink message with the 
answers received and sends the same to the namestack module which is in the kernel space.  
The interaction between the kernel space (namestack module) and the user space (namestack 
daemon module) takes place through the netlink messages. 

This message is received by the namestack module and the addresses from the message are 
extracted and connection request is sent to either all the addresses or one of the addresses 
received depending on the value of variable P. 

As mentioned before in the previous sub section, a variable P is used to maintain the 
connection history. For the first connection, the value of P indicates the host’s address 
preference. From then on, the value of P is changed according to the successful connections 
and its value determines the connection preference.  

A positive value of P indicates a preference for IPv6 over IPv4 and a negative value of P 
indicates a preference for IPv4 over IPv6 and a value of 0 indicates equal weight, which means 
the connection attempts to both IPv6 and IPv4 will be sent as quickly as possible. The absolute 
value of P is used as a measure of delay before initiating the connection attempt on the other 
address family. [4+ Before the connection attempts, a variable by name ‘first_connected_sock’ 
is initialized to 0. This variable is later updated with the address family that successfully got 
connected first. Moreover, a mutex is initialized and locked.  

The behavior of the client will be as follows depending on the value of P. 

Case 1: p = 0 (Both IPv4 and IPv6 have equal preference) 

 The maximum timeout value is set to MAX_SCHEDULE_TIMEOUT 

 Since, name-based sockets prefer IPv6 over IPv4, a slight preference is given to IPv6 over 
IPv4. The connect function to IPv6 is called first and immediately the connect function to 
IPv4 is called 

 The delay between these two function calls is negligible. It is equivalent to sending the 
connection requests to both address families simultaneously 



 

 Depending on the address that gets connected first, the value of P and the 
first_connected_sock variable is updated accordingly 

 The value of P is incremented if IPv6 was the winner and the value of P is decremented if 
IPv4 was the winner 

Case 2: p > 0 (IPv6 is preferred over IPv4) 

 The timeout value is set to absolute value of P * 10 milliseconds 

 Connection to IPv6 is started first 

 If the connection to IPv6 is not successful within the timeout value, then the timeout 
value is again reset to MAX_SCHEDULE_TIMEOUT and connection to IPv4 is attempted 
while connection to IPv6 address is still happening in the background 

 Depending on the address that gets connected first, the value of P and the 
first_connected_sock variable is updated accordingly 

 The value of P is incremented by 1 if IPv6 was the winner and the value of P is halved if 
IPv4 was the winner thus, pushing the value of P closer to 0 

Case 3: p < 0 (IPv4 is preferred over IPv6) 

 The timeout value is set to absolute value of P * 10 milliseconds 

 Connection to IPv4 is started first 

 If the connection to IPv4 is not successful within the timeout value, then the timeout 
value is again reset to MAX_SCHEDULE_TIMEOUT and connection to IPv6 is attempted 
while connection to IPv4 address is still happening in the background 

 Depending on the address that gets connected first, the value of P and the 
first_connected_sock variable is updated accordingly 

 The value of P is decremented by one if IPv4 was the winner and the value of P is halved 
if IPv6 was the winner thus, pushing the value of P closer to 0 

The table given below clearly shows the initial values of P and the modifications done to the P 
variable depending on the winner and the initial value of P. 

  



 

 

Table 2 : Updating P value depending on the winner 

Initial value of P 
IPv6 successful IPv4 successful Operation performed 

P = 0 Winner  P = P + 1 

P = 0  Winner P = P – 1 

P > 0 Winner  P = P + 1 

P > 0  Winner P = P / 2 ~ 0 

P < 0 Winner  P = P / 2 ~ 0 

P < 0  Winner P = P – 1 

Two new files (happy_eyeballs.c and happy_eyeballs.h) were added to the repository which 
included the functions to update the value of variable P depending on the winner. 

  



 

Chapter 6 

6. TESTING 

6.1 NAME-BASED SOCKETS AND MULTIPATH TCP 

Test environment: 

To test MPTCP functionality, two machines (one is the client host and one is the server host) 
with more than one network interface is required. Both these machines are connected to the 
Internet. 

 

Figure 19 : Test environment for MPTCP 

Present Constraints: 

The name exchange in name-based sockets occurs on IPv6. MPTCP does not have IPv6 support 
yet. It works well with IPv4 only. Due to these constraints, during the thesis work, name-based 
sockets could not be tested for performance improvement with MPTCP. But, it is expected that 
once MPTCP has IPv6 support, name-based sockets can be integrated with MPTCP and further 
performance tests can be piloted.  

Future work: 

The following are the steps to be followed in order to integrate and test name-based sockets 
and MPTCP. The steps to test the same are given in appendix A. 



 

6.2 NAME-BASED SOCKETS AND HAPPY EYEBALLS 

This section presents the different scenarios that were used to test the happy eyeballs 
implementation. 

Test environment: 

To test happy eyeballs implementation, two Linux machines (one is the client host and one is 
the server host) are required. The server host should have more than one network interface. 
One network interface is configured to have only IPv4 address and the other interface is 
configured to have only IPv6 address. 

 

Figure 20 : Test environment for happy eyeballs 

The steps to set up the test environment are mentioned in appendix B. 

Test scenario 1: Set P = 0 

 The value of variable P on the client is changed to 0 and the module is re-compiled and 
the test client and server applications are run 

 The packets captured using wireshark indicate the sequence in which the connection 
requests are sent 

 It can be observed that both IPv6 and IPv4 are tried almost simultaneously 

 If IPv6 gets connected first, the value of P is incremented and reset signal is sent to IPv4 
address. Furthermore, IPv6 address is used for further communication with the peer 

 If IPv4 gets connected first, the value of P is decremented and reset signal is sent to IPv6 
address. Furthermore, IPv4 address is used for further communication with the peer 

 Happy eyeballs implementation is tested by introducing a delay on one of the interfaces 

 “tc”, the traffic control command is used to introduce delay on any network interface 



 

E.g. sudo tc qdisc add dev eth4 root handle 1:0 netem delay 1000ms 

The above example command introduces a delay of 1000ms on the network interface eth4 

Test scenario 2: Set P = 1 (P > 0) 

 The value of variable P on the client is changed to 1 and the module is re-compiled and 
the test client and server applications are run 

 It can be observed on wireshark packet captures that only connection to IPv6 address is 
established 

 Now, to test happy eyeballs implementation, a delay of 1000ms is introduced on the IPv6 
interface on the server host using the tc command 

 After the delay on IPv6 is introduced, the test applications are run again 

 This time it is observed that the connection to IPv6 is tried first and after 10ms, (absolute 
value of P *10 is the timeout value), connection to IPv4 is tried 

 Subsequently, the value of P is updated according to the winner (IPv4 in this case) 

 Since IPv6 is the preferred address family in this case, but IPv4 is successfully connected, 
according to the above given table, the value of P is halved 

Test scenario 3: Set P = -1 (P < 0) 

 This test scenario is similar to test scenario 2 but, priority is given to IPv4 address by 
changing the value of P to -1 on the client, and re-compiling the module and running the 
test applications 

 In this case, it is  observed on wireshark captures that only connection to IPv4 address is 
established 

 Now, to test happy eyeballs implementation, a delay of 1000ms is introduced on the IPv4 
interface on the server host using the tc command 

 After the delay on IPv4 is introduced, the test applications are executed again 

 This time it is observed that connection to IPv4 is tried first and after 10ms, (absolute 
value of P *10 is the timeout value), connection to IPv6 is tried 

 Subsequently, the value of P is updated according to the winner (IPv6 in this case) 

 Since IPv4 is the preferred address family in this case, but IPv6 is successfully connected, 
according to the above given table, the value of P is halved 



 

Chapter 7 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 CONCLUSION 

With bandwidth-hungry applications increasing swiftly in recent times, any solution to utilize 
the bandwidth efficiently and effectively is vastly encouraged. MPTCP is one such effort to 
improve resilience and provide better network resource utilization. The idea is to use all the 
available resources during a communication. It establishes multiple sub flows along with one 
main flow between the two communicating parties and transfer data on all these sub flows. 
This thesis work recognizes the importance of efficient resource utilization to improve the 
performance of name-based sockets and describes the procedure in which this can be 
achieved. This results in a socket interface that can do resource pooling. The integration and 
testing of MPTCP and name-based sockets was not possible during this thesis work, due to the 
above mentioned constraints. However, MPTCP was demonstrated at the SICS open house 
event in early May this year. Also, the procedure to be followed in order to achieve this is 
mentioned in the implementations chapter of the report.  

Another goal during the thesis work was to achieve robust communication over heterogeneous 
networks. The aim was to provide the same user experience with both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. 
This is a very important step towards attaining global IPv6 deployment. Happy eyeballs is a 
feasible solution to achieve good user experience with IPv6. Therefore, this thesis work was 
focused on implementing happy eyeballs on name-based sockets. With the happy eyeballs 
implementation, the user never experiences delay although IPv6 connection is broken. This 
work has been tested thoroughly under various test scenarios and has also been demonstrated 
at the SICS open house event. 

7.2 FUTURE WORK 

1. We propose one of the important future work could be the integration of the latest MPTCP 
version with support for IPv6 addresses with name-based sockets and testing the 
performance 

2. Another potential work could include checking and analyzing the security features for 
name-based sockets 

3. A protocol-independent transport API is proposed in [35]. The motivation is to encourage 
use of new protocols. A set of transport services are provided to the application to choose 
from. Based on the service selected by the application, the appropriate transport protocol is 
selected by the OS. A similar approach can be followed to implement protocol-independent 
API for name-based sockets.  
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Appendix A 

Following are the steps to integrate name-based sockets with multipath TCP as a future work: 

 Both name-based sockets and MPTCP modules are available as kernel patches 

 A kernel that is supported by both is downloaded 

 MPTCP kernel patches are applied first, since several files are changed in order to 
support MPTCP. The kernel patches are available from [4] 

 The kernel is configured manually to support MPTCP. The configuration details are 
provided in [20] 

 Then, the kernel is compiled and the system is rebooted to verify that the system boots 
correctly after the MPTCP patches are applied 

 Later, the name-based socket kernel patches are applied to the present modified kernel 
and the kernel is compiled again 

 Once the system is rebooted, several routing tables are configured for MPTCP to work 
correctly. A script is available in [4] which configures the routing rules automatically 

 This script can be downloaded and executed 

 Namestack module and the namestack daemon modules are downloaded and compiled 
and the daemon is started 

 The test client and server applications are run  

 Wireshark is used to capture packets and the packets are analyzed to observe the name 
exchanged and MPTCP options exchanged between the two parties 

 Furthermore, to measure the throughput of the network with MPTCP, iperf [32]can be 
used 

 Further tests include disconnecting one of the two available interfaces on either one of 
the test machines or even on both machines to test uninterrupted connectivity between 
the two machines 

Appendix B 

The steps to set up the test environment for name-based sockets and happy eyeballs are as 
follows: 

 The kernel from the name-based socket git repository [33] is downloaded. This kernel 
has the name-based socket patches already applied 



 

 Once the kernel is downloaded, the kernel is compiled and the machine is rebooted to 
ensure it boots with the new kernel 

 The namestack module from the happy eyeballs branch of the git repository [34] is 
downloaded and compiled 

 Also the namestack daemon module is downloaded, compiled and started 

 The test client and server applications are run 

 Wireshark is used to capture packets and the packets are analyzed to know the 
connection sequence for three different test scenarios which are presented below 

 Also, the kernel log file (/var/log/messages) can be tracked for the debug messages 
during the connection establishment. These debug messages clearly display the order in 
which the connection requests are sent and acknowledged 

E.g. tail –f /var/log/messages 


